Introduction
On a hot February day in 2011 I attended a pre-departure seminar (PDOS) in Manila for future au pairs intending to work in Scandinavia. The pre-departure-seminar was one of the first PDOSs organized for au pairs. Compulsory attendance in a pre-departure seminar for au pairs had been included in the bilateral agreements between the Philippines and Denmark and Norway as a prerequisite for obtaining the 'exit-clearance' that all migrants need to leave the Philippines legally.
After 2010 Filipinos who had signed an au pair contract for Denmark and Norway were enrolled in the general Philippines governmentled labour emigration system and began their administrative border crossing journey by approaching the POEA, the Philippine Overseas Employment Administration, in order to get a visa. The POEA is located in Mandaluyong City, a municipality at the heart of Metro Manila that promotes itself as a booming business area with a mixture of big shopping malls, call centres and headquarters of, for example, the Asian Development Bank. POEA inhabits a less prominent address in a huge building right next to the 'EDSA', one of the most congested freeways running north to south through Manila. The building seems almost at one with the huge traffic junction reflecting human mobility on a massive scale both outside and inside the building.
What meets the au pair when she approaches the POEA building to get her au pair visa is a main entrance decorated with banners that mark the success of the Philippines' labour export of so-called OFWs -Overseas Filipino Workers: '3000 OFWs DEPLOYED EVERY DAY' or, when POEA reached the '1M mark'; 'POEA DEPLOYS OVER 1M OFWS' and posters warning her of 'illegal recruiters'.
Inside the building she would see vibrant activity behind desks and counters on all floors and she would join one of the endless lines of people waiting to get their visa. When she leaves the building again through the main entrance she would be approached by keen sellers who want her to buy insurance, take a special 'going abroad' loan, invest in houses or just buy a new plastic cover for her passport.
After having their papers processed, the au pairs going to Denmark and Norway (and Switzerland) have to attend a one day pre-departure seminar in another part of Manila, organized by OWWA, the Overseas Workers Welfare Agency, which is the 'lead government agency tasked to protect and promote the welfare and well-being of Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs) and their dependents'.
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The seminar I attended in February 2011 took place in a huge building filled with future labour migrants attending different PDOSs or language training, and in the room next to the au pair PDOS more than 50 Filipinos were crammed into a small classroom learning Arabic. The instructors went from room to room giving their special input into the future migrants, and everything seemed very efficiently organized and thoroughly tested.
The day I observed the seminar, approximately 30-35 au pairs attended. Almost all of them were going to Denmark and a smaller group was going to Norway and Switzerland. It was an overwhelmingly female group and most of the attendees were leaving the Philippines for the first time. A couple of the future au pairs however had been to Denmark and were now heading for Norway. A seminar leader took care of linking the different presentations together and keeping the focus of the seminar clear. She introduced from the start an abbreviation that she found very important for the future au pairs to identify with; 'MHOMAs' which meant Missionaries Heroes Overseas Model Ambassadors. This acronym 'MHOMA' indicates important elements in the transnationalised Philippine governmentality of the new managed, legal au pair migration.
In Denmark au pair migration has been managed and socially constructed as cultural exchange, often embedded in a neoliberal rhetoric of 'win-win'. Au pair migration has from time to time been embraced by representatives of the Danish government in a discourse of 'help' and 'helping' which activates notions and rationalities of family relations, obligations, relations between those in need and those who are able to help. 'Helping mum (and dad)' has been an important feature in the moral economy of Danish motherhood or the Danish family. 2
